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Abstract
Constitution-making is a ubiquitous but poorly understood phe-
nomenon. There is much speculation but relatively little evidence about
the impact of different design processes on constitutional outcomes.
Much of the debate reduces to the question of who is involved in the
process and when. We consider two central issues in this regard. The
ﬁrst is the problem of institutional self-dealing, or whether governmen-
tal organs that have something to gain from the constitutional outcome
should be involved in the process. The second has to do with the mer-
its of public involvement in the process. Both of these concerns have
clear normative implications and both are amenable to straightforward
social scientiﬁc analysis. This article surveys the relevant research on
constitution-making, describes the conceptual issues involved in un-
derstanding constitution-making, reviews the various claims regarding
variation in constitution-making processes, and presents a set of base-
line empirical results from a new set of data on the content and process
of constitution-making.
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INTRODUCTION
Constitution-making is as ubiquitous as it is
mysterious. In any given year, by our estimate,
some 4 or 5 constitutions will be replaced, 10
to 15 will be amended, and another 20 or so
proposals for revision will be under consid-
eration (Elkins et al. 2009). These revisions
represent potentially far-reaching changes to
fundamental political rules. Yet our knowledge
of constitutional (re)design processes and their
consequences is cloudy at best. More than
a decade after Elster (1995, 1997) lamented
the dearth of theory on constitutional design
(and, we would add, systematic empirical ev-
idence), the ﬁeld retains a frontier quality—
exciting but unchartered—notwithstanding
Elster’s own valuable contributions. Many of us
likely suspect that the conditions and rules un-
der which founders write, deliberate, and ratify
will be consequential. We just cannot say with
any authority how they matter or to what extent.
At the same time, there is genuine reason
for optimism about the prospects of improved
knowledge. If the ﬁeld is thin with respect to
rigorous comparative research, it is becoming
thicker and richer in case studies that can con-
ceivably motivate researchers and shape the-
ory. Founding moments are generally histor-
ical, if mythical, affairs, and historians have
documented classic cases (e.g., Rakove 1997,
Moore & Robinson 2004, Golay 1958) in some
depth. More recent cases have also been the
subject of detailed accounts (e.g., Bannon 2007,
Brandt 2005, Congleton 2003, Ghai et al. 2003,
Goldwin & Kaufman 1988, Haysom 2004,
Hyden & Venter 2001, Keogh & McCarthy
2007, Moehler 2006, Rubin 2004, Selassie
2003; for an extensive bibliography of sources
relating to post-1975 cases of constitutional de-
sign, see Widner 2005b).1 These accounts offer
1For a truly mythical take on both the process of constitu-
tional design and political transition, see Murphy’s (2007)
account of a ﬁctional constitutional convention in which the
delegates intelligently engage scholars, experts, and them-
selves in discussions of both general principles and speciﬁc
rules relating to the foundation of a democratic, constitu-
tional state.
a rich source of inspiration for a literature whose
needs are clear: conceptualization and measure-
ment of the process, rigorous theorizing about
the effects of different aspects of the process,
and the testing of these theories with suitable
empirical designs. More extensive comparative
empirical work looms on the horizon, and we
can expect steady growth, if not a boom in re-
search on the topic (see Carey 2007; Samuels
2006; Widner 2005a, 2007a; Moehler 2007).
Our goals in this review are largely carto-
graphic. We seek to chart the frontiers of our
collective knowledge of constitutional drafting
and adoption processes. Our particular focus
is on the links between process and outcomes.
We begin with a historical review of the liter-
ature and a description of different modes of
constitutional design processes, including both
the typical actors involved and the activities in
which they are engaged. We then explore some
of the microfoundational assumptions that
undergird theory regarding the consequences
of different processes; in particular, we address
the motivations of participating actors. The
bulk of the review is devoted to identifying
hypotheses (or, more accurately, thoughtful
conjecture) that appear in the literature on the
relationship between these processes and vari-
ous outcomes of interest. We describe existing
evidence bearing on these hypotheses and
suggest promising approaches to testing these
claims further. Occasionally we draw on new
cross-national data that we have at our disposal
(Elkins & Ginsburg 2007) in order to sketch
some baseline associations. These analyses are
meant not to be conclusive, but rather to serve
as a point of departure for further research.
LITERATURE ON CASES
Constitutional compilations in the modern era
have existed since at least 1783 when the French
ministry of foreign affairs, at the request of
Benjamin Franklin, authorized the publication
of an anthology of U.S. state constitutions
(Blaustein & Sigler 1988). Early scholarly
literature (∼1890–1945) on constitutions and
constitutional design was largely case driven
202 Ginsburg · Elkins · Blount
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and responsive to new constitutional events.
Not surprisingly, the end of World War I and
the wave of new national constitutions that
emerged in the breakup of empires spawned
scholarly interest. These efforts were largely
descriptive, in some cases going through
new constitutional texts section by section
(Davidson 1925, Pollock 1923) and in others
simply providing a brief introduction to the
constitutional text (Albert et al. 1894, Moses
1893). These early analyses are generally not
concerned with process, but instead focus
on describing institutions such as executive-
legislative relations and regionalism (Dedek
1921, Quigley 1924). The issues of human
rights (or, in the parlance of the time, the rights
of man) and democratic theory are also raised
in discussions of particular constitutional texts
(Bentwich 1924, Clark 1921, Morse 1919).
There are exceptions to this general char-
acteristic of atheoretical, institutional descrip-
tion, of course. Kantorowicz’s (1927) examina-
tion of the Weimar Constitution is motivated
by ascertaining the political goals of the de-
signers and how well they met them by com-
paring the new republican constitution with
the old imperial one. He also contrasts the
operation of the constitution with its de jure
provisions. Chapman (1925) attempts a similar
undertaking in endeavoring to explain the dis-
junction between Cuba’s Constitution and po-
litical reality (a culture of corruption, partic-
ularly in the Congress), ultimately concluding
that the solution may be beyond the scope of
any constitution.
Other works are more centrally focused
on issues related to constitutional design
processes such as legitimacy and the exercise
of constituent power. Arangio-Ruiz (1895), for
example, explicitly addresses the evolution of
constituent power in Italy from 1848 onward.
Although plans were made for an elected con-
stituent assembly to establish a permanent con-
stitution for Italy, they were never realized, and
so the constituent function was never clearly as-
signed. This constitutional silence allowed par-
liament progressively to assume a constituent
function. Perhaps motivated by institutional
self-interest, Italian deputies and senators re-
sisted calls for a constituent assembly. Likewise,
they resisted the notion of a constituent power
residing in the people, who were deemed in-
capable of exercising it. Arangio-Ruiz approv-
ingly notes the objections of the parliamentar-
ians that, given Italy’s recent despotic past and
lingering conservatism in the state bureaucracy
and police services, locating constituent powers
in the people would be a grave mistake.
Another historical work that speaks to con-
temporary themes is Currier’s (1893) analysis
of the circumstances surrounding the French
Constitution of 1875. As in the Italian case,
constituent assembly elections scheduled for
October 1870 were cancelled. The National
Assembly elected the following February con-
cluded peace with Germany and asserted im-
plicit authorization to proceed with the drafting
and adoption of a new constitution. Although
the political and legal circumstances were mud-
died, the National Assembly was elected by uni-
versal suffrage and could justiﬁably claim to
be a constituent body representing the “will of
the nation and the sovereignty of the people”
(p. 132). As Saleilles (1895) notes, however, such
an action was out of line with previous French
constitutional history. In an argument that an-
ticipates Elster (2006), Saleilles maintains that
the constituent, or sovereign, power cannot si-
multaneously lay in a constituted power such as
a parliament.
Although single-country case studies have
been and will continue to be an invaluable
source of knowledge about speciﬁc episodes of
constitutional design, recent decades have seen
the emergence of volumes attempting to sit-
uate constitutional design process in a cross-
national, comparative framework. Goldwin &
Kaufman (1988) is an invaluable example of this
approach, involving a series of papers by con-
tributors who are, with one exception, all for-
mer constitution writers themselves. The case
studies provide insights into different aspects of
the process to facilitate a better understanding
of choices faced and decisions made as they
worked to craft a new constitution for their
respective countries. In a companion volume,
www.annualreviews.org • The Process of Constitution-Making 203
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Goldwin et al. (1989) replicate their previous
task but with a speciﬁc focus on the issue of
ethnic, linguistic, racial, and religious diversity.
Banting & Simeon (1985) highlight the politi-
cal, rather than the legal or institutional, con-
ﬂicts associated with constitutional change in
select industrial countries.
More recently, both Reynolds (2002) and
Hyden & Venter (2001) have contributed edited
volumes that address various aspects of con-
stitutional design. Reynolds combines single-
country case studies with thematic ruminations
on institutional design to explore how much
constitutions can reduce civil conﬂict and pro-
mote democratic governance. As noted below,
the conﬂict resolution literature has provided
much recent work on constitutional design, tak-
ing an instrumental approach.
Hyden & Venter’s analysis of constitution-
making in four African countries is among
the most theoretical and explicitly comparative
studies in this vein. They construct a common
theoretical framework and evaluate such con-
stitutional design processes as the representa-
tiveness of the process, the mechanisms used
to create the document and aggregate inter-
ests, and the extent of popular participation
in the process. In a similar manner, Samuels’s
(2006) 12-country study commissioned by the
Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assis-
tance (IDEA) evaluated constitutional design
processes on the dimensions of inclusiveness,
representativeness, and popular participation,
in part to determine the extent to which demo-
cratic design process can help generate demo-
cratic outcomes.
CONSTITUTIONAL DESIGN:
MODES, ACTORS, AND
CONSTRAINTS
Any particular instance of constitutional design
must deal with certain basic questions of organi-
zation and process. These include designating
who is to be involved; when that involvement
takes place; and how the actors are to pro-
ceed in formulating, discussing, and approving
a text. Although there are conceivably as many
variants in the process as there are constitutions,
several common patterns emerge.
Constitution-making occurs in discernible
stages, some of which resemble an ordinary
legislative process familiar to many drafters in
consolidated democracies. Widner (2007b) has
provided a useful schematic of design processes
that should guide researchers and practition-
ers. She identiﬁes the phases of constitution-
making as drafting, consultation, deliberation,
adoption, and ratiﬁcation. Banting & Simeon
(1985) begin even earlier, focusing on the stage
of mobilization of interests (and counterinter-
ests) prior to the preparation of a text. They call
this the “idea-generating stage” at which large
parameters are laid out and the process itself
may be determined.
These different stages interact with the pos-
sible actors who might ﬁll the roles to create
a matrix of options for designers. Afghanistan’s
Constitution of 2004, for example, was drafted
in relative secrecy by a commission with foreign
advice, then sent to the president’s ofﬁce before
deliberation and adoption at an inclusive con-
stituent assembly, the Loya Jirga (Huq 2009).
In this model—which appears to be relatively
common—each stage is potentially consequen-
tial, although it is likely that inertial forces
and the power of agenda setting will appor-
tion disproportionate inﬂuence to those actors
involved at earlier stages. Still, it is quite pos-
sible that early-stage actors will anticipate the
preferences and needs of later-stage actors, thus
mitigating any sequence effects. Elster (1995,
pp. 373–75) develops the vivid distinction be-
tween upstream and downstream constraints
in the process: Upstream constraints are im-
posed by the powers setting up the constitution-
drafting body, whereas downstream constraints
result from the anticipation of preferences of
those involved in later stages. Ratiﬁcation by
public referendum, for example, is a down-
stream constraint that can hamstring lead-
ers in an earlier stage who recognize that
their document must ultimately obtain public
approval.
As this discussion of constraints implies,
a critical variable in constitution-making has
204 Ginsburg · Elkins · Blount
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Table 1 Actors and processes (N = 460)a
Number Frequency
Constituent assembly 53 12%
Constituent legislating assembly 15 3%
Constituent legislature 89 19%
Executive 40 9%
Referendum 6 1%
Constituent assembly + executive 42 9%
Constituent assembly + legislature 0 0%
Constituent assembly + referendum 13 3%
Constituent legislating assembly + executive 9 2%
Constituent legislating assembly + referendum 2 <1%
Constituent legislature + executive 78 17%
Constituent legislature + referendum 9 1%
Referendum + executive 57 12%
Constituent assembly + executive + legislature 4 <1%
Constituent assembly + executive + referendum 3 <1%
Constituent assembly + legislature + referendum 1 <1%
Constituent legislature + executive + referendum 16 4%
Constituent assembly + executive + legislature + referendum 1 <1%
Other 22 5%
aCoding rules are described in an online appendix at http://www.comparativeconstitutionsproject.org.
to do with which actors are included in the
process. Institutional scholars are used to
thinking of actors as “veto players” (Tsebelis
2002), and the constitutional design realm is no
different. As Widner (2007b) describes, actors
involved in constitution-making can include
expert commissions, legislative bodies or com-
mittees, the executive, the judiciary, national
conferences, elite roundtables, transitional
legislatures, specially elected constituent as-
semblies, interest groups and nongovernmental
organizations, foreign advisors, and the public
itself. Public involvement, discussed further
below, has become the subject of particular at-
tention in recent years and is urged by scholars,
governments, and international organizations
(Ebrahim et al. 1999, Samuels 2006, Elkins
et al. 2008a, Banks 2008). But not all constitu-
tions involve the public, and some are drafted
by a handful of leaders behind closed doors.
To sketch some patterns of actor involve-
ment, we have gathered data on the process
of adoption for 460 of the 806 national
constitutions promulgated in the period 1789–
2005. [In a larger project—the Comparative
Constitutions Project (CCP)—we are engaged
in the collection of data on the content of
all 806 constitutions. See Elkins & Ginsburg
(2007).] The information on process reveals a
pattern of constrained variation in the choice of
actors. The principal actors include constituent
assemblies, executives, ordinary legislatures,
and the public through ratiﬁcation referenda.
At least one of these actors is formally included
in 95% of the design processes in the sample.2
As Table 1 reveals, however, there is some
variation in how different design processes
2The 22 cases that do not ﬁt this categorization are gener-
ally either former UK colonies whose independence constitu-
tions were negotiated at elite-level constitutional conferences
and passed as Parliamentary Acts in London with the Queen’s
formal consent or represent cases of adoption/ratiﬁcation
by subnational legislatures or federal units such as Bosnia-
Herzegovina in 1995 and Germany in 1871. The United
States is classiﬁed as a constituent assembly–centered
process.
www.annualreviews.org • The Process of Constitution-Making 205
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utilize the actors. Just less than one-half of
processes utilize a single actor.
This accounting does not reveal anything
about the depth or quality of involvement. Ex-
ecutives, for example, were involved in some
manner in 51% of processes we analyzed. In
some cases, however, executive involvement
may have been merely formal, such as acting as
the last ofﬁcial to sign the constitution, whereas
in other cases it may have been more substan-
tial.3 For some analyses, it is useful to identify
the institution, or actor, with the most inﬂuen-
tial role in shaping the document (Elster 2006).
We engage in this sort of categorization when
we turn to some preliminary analysis of ques-
tions of self-dealing (below).
Certainly, a central dimension on which
constitution-making processes differ is the de-
gree of public participation. Because the con-
stitution is the highest level of lawmaking and
provides the ultimate rule of recognition for
lawmaking processes (Kelsen 1945 [1961], Hart
1961), it requires the greatest possible level of
legitimation in democratic theory. In an ideal
world, one would desire universal consent over
3We adopted special coding rules vis-a`-vis the executive role
in constitutional design processes for two subtypes of au-
thoritarian regimes. Adoption by a political party in a civilian
dictatorship was judged equivalent to the role of an executive
in the design process. Two texts were classiﬁed by this rule.
By Article 73, the Mozambique Constitution of 1975 was
“[a]pproved by acclamation by the Central Committee of the
Mozambique Liberation Front on 20 June 1975.” The sec-
ond case was the Burma Socialist Programme Party–created
Myanmar Constitution of 1974 that was eventually approved
by referendum. In both cases, the party or party organs are
interpreted as executive in nature, leading to classiﬁcations of
executive and referendum-executive design processes. Mili-
tary regimes (which make up 92 out of 291 cases for which
regime type is available) are an additional special case of ex-
ecutive action. The modal design process choice for such
regimes is the referendum-executive model, with 36 consti-
tutions coming into force in this manner. Overall, 47 of the 92
constitutions adopted and promulgated by military regimes
held ratiﬁcation referenda. In contrast, there are only 10 in-
stances of executive-only design processes. In 11 cases, rat-
iﬁcation referenda were held by military regimes with no
additional information provided about other actors. On the
assumption that the leadership is clearly a gatekeeper of the
referenda process in such regimes, these processes were cat-
egorized as involving executive action.
the rules of society, a standard that is obviously
impractical (Buchanan & Tullock 1962). Our
sense is that actual constitutional design pro-
cesses employ scattered and usually rather ane-
mic forms of popular participation and over-
sight to substitute for actual consent. Higher
levels of participation are presumed to function
like supermajority rules, restricting the adop-
tion of undesirable institutions and protecting
prospective minorities in the democratic pro-
cesses that are established. Participation thus le-
gitimates and constrains, substituting inclusive
processes for consent to make effective govern-
ment possible.
The modal form of participation in con-
stitutional design is the power to approve
the charter, usually by referendum on the
ﬁnal document as a whole. Figures 1 and
2 present historical data on the processes of
promulgating constitutions and on public
promulgation in particular. Figure 1 plots the
percentage of constitutions in force, by year,
whose text requires public ratiﬁcation. The
plot suggests a signiﬁcant trend, beginning
in the early twentieth century, toward public
ratiﬁcation. We emphasize that the denomina-
tor here includes only those constitutions that
specify any promulgation procedure in the text
itself, including executive signature, legislative
approval, or public ratiﬁcation. As Figure 2
attests, although most modern constitutional
texts provide information on promulgation,
most nineteenth century texts were silent
on the topic. We thus treat the ﬁndings in
Figure 1 with some caution, although the shift
in norms regarding the appearance of promul-
gation procedures in the text is unlikely to bias
the results signiﬁcantly. Indeed, our review
of extratextual case information for a smaller
sample suggests that the trend implied by the
cases plotted in Figure 1 is fairly representative
of the trend within the full sample of cases.
Thus, public ratiﬁcation has likely been on the
rise since the turn of the twentieth century.
Approval by referendum may be an increas-
ingly popular mode of public involvement, but
it is clearly a limited one in that it involves
206 Ginsburg · Elkins · Blount
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Figure 1
Proportion of constitutions in force that speciﬁcally require public ratiﬁcation. Note that the universe is
national constitutions that specify any promulgation procedure, such as by executive signature, legislative
approval, or public ratiﬁcation.
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Figure 2
Proportion of constitutions in force that specify some promulgation procedure (public or otherwise).
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only an up or down vote over a package of
provisions.4 Since at least World War II, how-
ever, participation in constitutional design has
become more direct and has penetrated more
deeply (or at least earlier) in the process. One
common approach is to involve the public in se-
lecting those who will draft or deliberate over
aspects of the charter (Widner 2005a, pp. 7–
8). This sort of voice is possible whether the
representative group is a constituent assembly
elected expressly for the purpose or is a regular
legislature that takes on the project in addition
to other duties. Some constitutional processes
have experimented with more bottom-up meth-
ods of direct democracy, such as the citizen ini-
tiative, in which ideas can bubble up from civil
society. We cannot say much yet about the effect
of such methods, although anecdotal accounts,
such as the report that citizens submitted 64,000
proposals to the Brazilian 1987–1988 assem-
bly (Benomar 2004), suggest the magnitude
of the challenges involved in absorbing public
suggestions.
Still another mode of participation involves
direct consultation with the public or repre-
sentative groups at various stages, which might
occur before, during, or after the drafting of
the initial text (Ghai 2004, Ghai & Galli 2006,
Samuels 2006, Widner 2007a, Selassie 2003).
The drafting phase seems to be especially cru-
cial because we can expect a fair degree of in-
ertia in the later stages of the process. But the
phase is also likely to be the least participatory,
given the challenges of writing-by-committee,
much less writing-by-nation. Indeed, in some
well-known cases, the public is excluded from
the drafting process and not consulted at all.
Of course, actors and their accompanying
constraints may come from outside, as well as
inside, a state’s borders. An extreme case is that
of the “occupation constitution” (Elkins et al.
2008b; see also Feldman 2005), a document
4Interestingly, the 1978 Ecuadorian referendum held by the
military government provided for a choice of constitutions.
A “yes” vote indicated support for the newly drafted text,
whereas a “no” vote indicated support for the previously ab-
rogated 1945 Constitution.
drafted when a country is under the control
of a foreign military power. Such constitutions
are usually presumed to have less involvement
on the part of local actors and hence to be less
legitimate. Burnell (2008) believes that inter-
national involvement creates disincentives to
enforce the constitution locally, as actors will
strategically acquiesce to conditions they have
no intention of fulﬁlling simply to remove ex-
ternal oversight. He cites Zimbabwe and the
Lancaster House Agreement of 1979 as a prime
example of this kind of behavior.
The voluminous literature on policy diffu-
sion reminds us that policy reform is a highly in-
terdependent process. Constitution-making—
often undertaken during moments of crisis
when states are at their most amenable to for-
eign models and suggestions—may be espe-
cially interdependent and networked (Elkins
2009). Certainly, scholars have long noted a
high degree of similarity across documents, and
nearly anyone privy to the details of a case
of constitution-making can recount an episode
of international borrowing. John Meyer and
other sociologists working within the “world
society” perspective point to constitutional iso-
morphism as case in point in their compelling
globalization narratives (Meyer et al. 1987,
Go 2003). The persistence of presidential-
ism in Latin America, the use of French and
Westminster models of government in former
colonies, and the recent use of national confer-
ences in Francophone Africa (Clark 1994) are
all examples of diffusion that occurs at a sub-
global level.
Given the persistent centrality of the U.S.
Constitution to the American legal academy,
there has been a fair amount of interest in
documenting the inﬂuence of the U.S. Con-
stitution over the years (e.g., Billias 1990), but
other constitutional models have also had some
impact (Elkins 2003). In public law, much of
this research has found its way into a series
of compilations of work on constitutional bor-
rowing, which cover a decidedly heterogeneous
set of transnational issues involving both con-
stitutional design and interpretation [see, for
example, Choudhry 2006 and special issues
208 Ginsburg · Elkins · Blount
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on the subject in the International Journal of
Constitutional Law (Friedman & Saunders 2003)
and the Texas Law Review (2004)].
Of course, international constraints on
constitution-making can range in their inten-
sity and degree of coordination, from bor-
rowing to imposition. External inﬂuence need
not be as blatant as in occupation constitu-
tions. Constitutional drafting that occurs con-
currently with peace negotiations often attracts
international advisers and interests, be they
donors, creditors, interested states, or the UN.
Samuels & Wyeth (2006) brieﬂy discuss the
sometimes unintended but nonetheless nega-
tive consequences of such benign intervention.
Also, some models exhibit pull-through prox-
imity: The prospect of future membership in
the European Union, for example, led some
Eastern European countries to make modiﬁca-
tions to their draft constitutions at the behest
of the Council of Europe (Elster 1997, p. 129).
Many accounts of foreign borrowing point to
the decisive role of inﬂuential consultants (e.g.,
Davis 2003), and several scholars have sought
to proﬁle these consultants and describe their
behavior (Perry 1992).
There are other potentially consequential
aspects of process apart from the identity of
the actors involved. Some constraints reﬂect the
circumstances that lead to constitution-making
in the ﬁrst place. The conventional wisdom is
that constitution-making is coincident with a
cataclysmic event of some kind, such as war,
coup, economic crisis, or revolution (Russell
1993, Elster 1995). In fact, the evidence sug-
gests that, although crises do frequently precede
constitutional reform, the degree of noncrisis
constitution-making is probably underesti-
mated (Elkins et al. 2009).5 Sweden’s 1972
reform of its 163-year-old constitution is
a prominent example of crisis-free reform
(Congleton 2003). The various socialist consti-
tutions, such as those in the Soviet Union (1936,
5Approximately half of new constitutions in our sample are
promulgated within three years of a military conﬂict, eco-
nomic or domestic crisis, regime change, territorial change,
or coup (Elkins et al. 2009).
1977) and China (1982), seem to follow the in-
stallation of new leaders, a practice that was of-
ten justiﬁed by the Marxist view of evolution in
stages (see Go 2003). These different patterns,
reﬂecting various degrees of crisis or continu-
ity, will affect the process, creating either an
atmosphere of urgency or of deliberation.
The process can also vary in terms of time
involved. At one extreme, the secretive process
that led to Myanmar’s 2008 Constitution took
17 years.6 At the other extreme, a small group
of American bureaucrats working for the oc-
cupation authorities drafted the basic form of
Japan’s 1946 Constitution in a little over a week,
and the entire process, including elections, leg-
islative deliberation, and approval by the em-
peror, took a mere eight months (Moore &
Robinson 2004). Which of these cases is closer
to the mean? Japan, it seems, by a long shot.
We randomly sampled 150 of the 806 cases
of constitution-making (new and replacement
constitutions) since 1789 and were able to iden-
tify the start and end dates for the processes in
148 of those cases.7 On average, constitution-
making took 16 months in those 148 cases, with
a standard deviation of 22 months. The me-
dian process length of the surveyed cases was
10 months.
Anecdotally, those constitution-making
processes involving either a very short or very
long amount of time seem to occur in non-
democracies. Speedy processes do not allow
sufﬁcient time for mobilization of the public
6One of the ironies of the long-awaited Burmese Constitu-
tion is that the military government insisted that the refer-
endum on the document continue as scheduled during one
of worst natural disasters in the country’s history; this after
years of delay in the drafting!
7Starting dates were identiﬁed in one of six ways, in decreas-
ing order of priority: ofﬁcial announcement of intention to
draft a new constitution including statements as to the iden-
tity of the drafting or adopting body; date of elections to the
drafting and/or adopting body, if relevant; date of ﬁrst meet-
ing of the drafting and/or adopting body; date of formation
of drafting subcommittees in either constituent assemblies or
legislatures; for Commonwealth countries, the opening day
of the ﬁrst constitutional conference prior to independence;
date of successful coup d’e´tat. Ending dates reﬂect day of
promulgation or, if unavailable, the date of ﬁnal approval.
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and civil society, whereas extended processes
are unlikely to hold public attention for the
duration. The record for shortest process,
formally at least, may belong to the Romanian
Constitution of 1938, which instituted a brief
period of royal dictatorship. A new cabinet
taking power on February 12 of that year an-
nounced its intention to appoint a commission
to draft a new constitution. A new text was
published on February 21, a referendum con-
ducted using oral voting under a state of siege
was held on February 24, and promulgation by
the king occurred three days later. Similarly,
Napoleon’s take on constitutionalism, the
French constitution of 1799, was launched a
little more than a month after his coup on 18
Brumaire of Year VIII (November 9). These
were expeditious processes, to say the least.
Another dimension on which processes dif-
fer is the size of the deliberative body. Bannon
(2007) argues that the Kenyan constitutional
design process was too bloated, with more than
600 delegates and two bodies producing drafts.
Textual coherence and internal consistency ap-
pear to have been casualties of the process. Even
Yash Ghai, the former chairperson of the Re-
view Commission of Kenya, noted that Uganda
and South Africa managed the process with
300 delegates (Onyango 2004). To mitigate this
problem in the future, Bannon (2007) recom-
mends a smaller deliberative body with a greater
focus on public consultation at the expense of
extensive representation of all interests.
Recent studies have also begun to examine
the institutional structure of constituent bod-
ies. Generalizing models from the area of leg-
islative studies, Proksch (2007) and Tsebelis &
Proksch (2007) ﬁnd evidence in the European
Union Constitutional Convention of agenda-
setting power on the part of both the conven-
tion’s praesidium and the subcommittees. One
implication of this is that representative, inclu-
sive constituent bodies may not be a sufﬁcient
condition for representative, inclusive texts if
the possibility exists for biased committees. In
effect, the level of analysis most commonly ap-
plied to design processes may be misleading.
Continued systematic examination of the inner
workings of constituent bodies and application
of social science analytic methods to their pro-
ceedings hold the promise of leading to a bet-
ter understanding of how particular provisions
make their way into a text and of how partici-
pation is channeled.
In sum, processes of constitutional design
and adoption vary widely along many dimen-
sions. There is much speculation but relatively
little evidence about the impact of these pro-
cesses on different outcomes. The remainder
of this review considers the range of hypothe-
ses regarding this impact and the available
evidence.
CONNECTING PROCESS
AND OUTCOME:
MICROFOUNDATIONAL
ASSUMPTIONS
Assumptions about the motives of those partic-
ipating in the process, be they elites or citizens,
are central to hypotheses about the relation
between process and constitutional outcomes.
Nearly all the normative and positive work
on constitutions proceeds from the assumption
that constitutional politics are fundamentally
different in character from ordinary politics.
This is a central assumption of constitutional
political economy (Buchanan & Tullock 1962)
but also of much other thinking about consti-
tutions and constitutionalism (Ackerman 1993).
The basic idea is that legal or political entrench-
ment distinguishes choice about rules from
choice within rules. Because constitutional de-
signers operate without certain knowledge of
their prospective position in postconstitutional
governance, they are presumed to pay greater
attention to the public rather than to the pri-
vate interest. Furthermore, it is argued, consti-
tutions are typically adopted during moments
of crisis and so are more likely to produce at-
tention to the general welfare and less likely to
be dominated by special interests.
Assumptions about motive also inform nor-
mative work on constitutional design processes.
On the one hand, if one believes designers will
act in their own self-interest, one might want to
210 Ginsburg · Elkins · Blount
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ensure maximum participation in the process to
counter this tendency. On the other hand, if one
believes that designers can take the public in-
terest into account, one might design a process
with more limited public involvement so as to
facilitate elite deliberation.
Elster (1995) postulates three types of mo-
tivations that necessarily are balanced in the
constitutional design process: reason, passions,
and interests. Reason represents disinterested
principles; passions refers to emotional factors
such as religious or ethnic animosities or sud-
den, impulsive desires; and interests refers to
those motives identiﬁed with the welfare of
drafters or with broader groups or institutions
of which they are a part. Elster believes that
balance is necessary: A constitution that is too
crudely identiﬁed with self-interest may fail to
be adopted, as might one that is perfect in the-
ory but fails to meet key needs of certain players
(see also Ghai 2005). Elster (1997, p. 130) con-
cludes that direct self-interest of the framers
is less important than the interests of their
constituents, but he also ﬁnds (Elster 1996)
that institutional interests dominated in Eastern
European constitution-making.
In a recent article, Brown (2008) modiﬁes
some of Elster’s claims. Noting that in the best
of worlds there is a certain amount of unpre-
dictability in the process, Brown (2008) argues
for the notion of “passionate rationality.” In
his conception, actors seek to pursue ends efﬁ-
ciently, but they do not always recognize what
these ends are, much less how to pursue them.
As a result, miscalculation and unintended
consequences may loom large in constitutional
design (Smith & Remington 2001). Elster
(2006) provides several examples of miscalcula-
tion and its consequences: the decision by Louis
XVI to allow parish priests rather than bishops
to represent the clergy in the Estates General;
the adoption of proportional voting by the
Weimar Assembly in 1919 despite the fact that
it was against the interests of the socialist gov-
ernment to do so; and Vaclav Havel’s insistence
on proportional voting that allowed Commu-
nists into the Constituent Assembly, where
they became “constitution wreckers rather
than . . . constitution makers” (Elster 2006,
p. 189). Scheppele (2008) echoes this point
in cautioning that the crucial variables for
constitutional success are beyond the ability
of designers to control, and so “constitu-
tional luck” plays an important role in the
ultimate success or failure of constitutional
arrangements.
Assumptions regarding the motives of actors
undergird expectations about how process af-
fects outcomes. In large part, these assumptions
lead scholars to focus on the negotiators and
drafters, with the idea that the identity of the
constitution’s authors will go far to explain its
content. Constitutions, of course, may not sim-
ply be the sum of the interests of those involved;
it is likely, for example, that decision rules and
other conditions will also prove consequential.
Nonetheless, strong theory and predictions re-
garding the “who” of the constitutional process
is a good place to start.
HYPOTHESES AND EVIDENCE
LINKING PROCESSES
TO OUTCOMES
In this section, we identify a set of hypotheses
regarding process and outcome and summarize
the available evidence. Our focus, in particu-
lar, is on expectations regarding the interests
and inﬂuence of institutional loyalists, interna-
tional actors, and the public, all of whom are
thought to play an increasingly consequential
role in constitutional design.
Institutional Self-Dealing
It is common to think of constitutions as
products of various competing interest groups
organized along economic goals, ethnic claims,
or political ideology.8 It also seems plausible
8Following Beard’s (1913) classic argument, for example,
McGuire & Ohsfeldt (1986, 1989a,b) use statistical analysis
to evaluate the voting behavior of the delegates to the U.S.
Constitutional Convention and subsequent state ratiﬁcation
processes, and they ﬁnd some support for public choice hy-
potheses of economic self-interest among participants.
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that drafters who occupy or seek to occupy
government positions may act in the interest of
their respective institutions. Once we consider
this possibility, the institutional identity of ac-
tors in the design process becomes paramount.
One theme in the literature is suspicion of
legislators as constitution-makers. As we
describe above, the legislative model of consti-
tutional design involves electing a legislature
to accomplish both ordinary and constitutional
rule-making, so that choices about constitu-
tional design are bundled with the concerns of
ordinary law. One problem with this bundling
concerns interest aggregation: The voter’s con-
stitutional preferences may be traded off against
other concerns in choosing a representative.
The qualities that make a legislator attractive
to a voter (e.g., attention to local interests)
may not be what that voter would look for in
a founding father or mother. More centrally,
however, there is a reasonable suspicion that
legislators will aggrandize their own institution
in designing a governance structure. The solu-
tion is to bypass the legislature. As summarized
by Elster (1995, p. 117): “To reduce the scope
for institutional interest, constitutions ought
to be written by specially convened assemblies
and not by bodies that also serve as ordinary
legislatures. Nor should legislators be given a
central place in ratiﬁcation.”
The skepticism regarding institutional
self-interest is certainly not limited to sitting
legislatures. The critiques of legislative-
centered processes would presumably be
even more scathing for constitutions drafted
in executive-centered processes, given the
distrust of heavy-handed executive rule in
democratic governance. Indeed, it is hard to
imagine that a constitution such as that recently
produced in Myanmar, ruled by a military
junta that handpicked the drafters and the
deliberative body, would undercut executive
power. In another example, the Armed Forces
Ruling Council in Nigeria, which reserved
for itself a decisive editing role at the end of
the constitutional process, rejected a provision
drafted by the Constituent Assembly that
would have made coup participants punishable
at law (Ehindero 1991). A general expectation
of institutional self-dealing means that we
ought to expect that executive-centered pro-
cesses will lead to stronger executives in the
resulting constitution.
The evidence of institutional self-dealing is
largely anecdotal (Elster 1996, Ghai 2005, Ghai
& Galli 2006, Samuels 2006). Drawing on our
own cross-national data on the content of con-
stitutions, we provide here some preliminary
ﬁndings on these questions intended only to
provoke further inquiry and certainly not to
settle the questions. Recall our sample of 460
constitutions for which we had gathered in-
formation on the identity of actors involved
in each of the processes. We can categorize
these processes, following Elster (2006), as ei-
ther executive-centered, constituent assembly,
constituent legislating assemblies, constituent
legislatures, or a residual category for other
cases. The labels can be confusing, but the insti-
tutions are straightforward. The principal con-
trast is between constituent assemblies, which
are elected especially to design a constitution
and then disband, and constituent legislatures,
which are legislatures that take on the added
task of constitution-making. The constituent
legislating assembly refers to an intermediate
category of cases in which assemblies elected
specially for constitutional design transform
themselves into a sitting legislature. Executive-
centered processes include those adopted solely
by an executive or adopted by an executive and
approved through referendum. We were able
to categorize 411 of our 460 cases without difﬁ-
culty according to these four categories, leaving
49 in the “other” category.
We next drew on our own data from the
CCP to create an index of legislative power,
based on a parallel set of items from Fish &
Kroenig’s (2009) Parliamentary Powers Index
(see also Fish 2006). Fish & Kroenig aggregate
32 dimensions of legislative power, equally
weighted, into an index representing the level
of legislative power in a constitutional system.
Their measure, which relies upon expert
codings, is a de facto measure of legislative
power, whereas our parallel measure is a de jure
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measure based on the formal provisions of the
text. We employ a set of variables from the CCP
that map onto 21 of Fish & Kroenig’s items and
score cases a 1 for each provision present in the
constitution. We then calculate the mean of
these 21 binary variables, resulting in an index
that ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 represent-
ing the maximum amount of legislative power.
If the hypothesis of institutional self-interest
has merit, we would expect that legislative-
centered processes would feature stronger
legislatures than would constituent assembly–
centered processes, whereas executive-centered
processes would feature weaker legislatures
than either. Table 2 provides the mean value
of our de jure measure of parliamentary power
as provided in the constitutions produced by
each of the four process categories.
Interestingly, we ﬁnd no bivariate support
for the hypothesis that legislatures produce
constitutions with more parliamentary power
than do constituent assemblies: The mean value
for the parliamentary power index for cases of
constituent assembly is actually higher than that
of those centered in the legislature, although
difference of means tests do not meet standard
levels of signiﬁcance. Executive-centered pro-
cesses, on the other hand, yield signiﬁcantly
less power for legislatures than do processes
in the other two categories (a t-test indicates
that the difference in means is signiﬁcant at
the 0.01 level). Elster’s conjecture about insti-
tutional self-interest, it seems, is evident only
with regard to executive-centered processes.
This ﬁnding that constituent assemblies are
more likely to empower the legislature than
are the legislatures themselves is striking. Of
course, the ﬁnding could still reﬂect institu-
tional self-dealing in that members of a con-
stituent assembly foresee themselves inhabit-
ing the legislature at some point in the future,
even if that career path is not guaranteed. The
ﬁnding could also reﬂect the possibility that
members of a constituent body—sitting and
reﬂecting as a representative group—are philo-
sophically and politically inclined toward rep-
resentative government, as opposed to a more
hierarchical form that they would identify with
Table 2 Constitutional design processes and average de jure
parliamentary power
Number
Mean level of de jure
parliamentary power
Constituent assembly–centered 103 0.38
Constituent legislating
assembly–centered
26 0.41
Constituent legislature–centered 178 0.37
Executive-centered 84 0.30
Other 20 0.20
executive power. Finally, the bivariate associ-
ation could be the product of any number of
confounds or statistical artifacts. One obvious
confound is time. Our sample includes cases
dating to the early nineteenth century. To the
extent that constitutional processes and legisla-
tive power both covary with time, we may be
capturing a simultaneous, but unrelated, pair of
trends. However, if we detrend the data (by run-
ning a simple regression with year as a covari-
ate), the results remain: Constituent assembly
products are indistinguishable from legislative-
centered texts with respect to legislative power,
but both texts provide signiﬁcantly more leg-
islative power than do texts written in executive-
centered processes (we regressed the legislative
power index on year and dummy variables for
legislature-centered processes and constituent
assembly processes, with executive processes as
the residual category).
Still, this analysis is plagued by another
methodological concern that affects nearly all
empirical work on process and outcome: en-
dogeneity. In this case, a state’s predisposition
toward strong legislatures might inﬂuence both
their formal constitutional text and the process
they use to produce the text. This sort of en-
dogeneity, however, should produce a bias to-
ward a positive association between legislative
power in the text and legislature-centered pro-
cesses. Given the direction of this bias and our
ﬁnding of no difference between constituent as-
sembly and legislature processes, we have rather
strong exculpatory evidence that legislatures
are not guilty of self-dealing. Nonetheless, our
results here represent simply an initial baseline
www.annualreviews.org • The Process of Constitution-Making 213
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ﬁnding; deeper exploration of this relationship
is certainly warranted.
International Actors
The role of international actors in constitution-
making is varied, and so too are the empiri-
cal expectations. One basic expectation is that
outside actors will export constitutional provi-
sions from their home country. This presump-
tion seems most likely in situations in which
the sovereignty of the host country is compro-
mised, such as in the case of occupation. The
assumption is that constitutions drafted under
the watchful eye of an occupying power will in-
volve the more or less forcible transfer of insti-
tutions from the occupier to the occupied. Even
if not motivated by self-interest on the part of
the occupying power, one might expect a cer-
tain amount of institutional propagation to take
place if only through the occupier’s institutional
habits or even deferential mimicry on the part
of the occupied. Through a number of comple-
mentary mechanisms, therefore, we should ex-
pect that such constitutions bear some similar-
ity to the occupying powers. It may be, however,
that the coercive relationship between occupier
and occupied plays out in more subtle ways with
respect to constitutional design. Failing out-
right adoption of the occupier’s institutions, at
the very least the occupier’s presence may dis-
rupt the host country’s normal search process
for relevant constitutional models (Elkins et al.
2008b).
Of course, military occupations represent
an extreme case, and international actors may
be inﬂuential even in less coercive situations.
States are enmeshed in any number of interna-
tional networks that render the experiences and
constitutions of certain countries more relevant
than others.
Occupation and other sorts of international
processes may also have strong effects on the ﬁt
and functionality of constitutional provisions.
Elkins (2003, 2009) has sought to uncover these
sorts of social welfare effects with respect to
constitutional diffusion. At the extremes, we see
two plausible, but divergent, effects. External
participation may lead drafters to adopt subop-
timal or inappropriate provisions designed for
the needs of others. Alternatively, outsiders may
lead drafters to adopt provisions superior to
those that drafters have the resources or knowl-
edge to engineer for themselves. These effects
will likely vary according to the kind and extent
of external participation and the conditions un-
der which it occurs.
The evidence for these sorts of interna-
tional hypotheses is growing steadily owing to
a noticeable increase in scholarly interest in
transnational mechanisms of institutional re-
form. With respect to the hypotheses regard-
ing military occupation—speciﬁcally regarding
endurance and imposition—we can report ﬁnd-
ings from Elkins et al. (2008b), who survey 42
instances of constitutions adopted under oc-
cupation or shortly thereafter and develop an
index of similarity to compare constitutional
dyads. They ﬁnd that, on average, occupation
constitutions are moderately more similar to
those of the principal occupying nation. With
regard to two prominent constitutions drafted
under U.S. occupations, for example, they ﬁnd
some similarity between the U.S. Constitution
and that of Japan in 1946, but ﬁnd very little
with respect to the Iraqi Constitution of 2005.
Although they ﬁnd that occupation constitu-
tions are less enduring than other constitutions,
this result does not hold in a multivariate spec-
iﬁcation (Elkins et al. 2009).
Public Participation and Oversight
Elster (1997, p. 125) generalizes that constitu-
tions produced in more democratic processes
will tend to be more democratic. Given the
recent trend toward participation in constitu-
tional design, it is worth inquiring how con-
stitutions produced through participatory pro-
cesses may be systematically different from
other constitutions. A small literature nested
in the larger trove of work on political partic-
ipation more generally has generated a host of
hypotheses.
First, participatory constitutional design
processes may undermine textual coherence
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(Voigt 2003). As Horowitz (2002) notes, even
under the best of circumstances, constitu-
tional design—a term he reserves for a cohe-
sive process—is quite rare, with some process
of incremental construction more the norm.
Constitution-making frequently consists of a
combination of institutional borrowing, whole-
sale grafting, logrolling, and improvisation. As
new and more actors become involved in the
process, bargaining and negotiation become
both more extensive and more intensive. In
addition, the populace may be subject to cas-
cades that exacerbate the element of passion in
constitutional design (Elster 1995). The con-
stitution that emerges from this process will al-
most certainly be an ad-hoc creation, rife with
internal inconsistencies and institutional mis-
matches. Although the loss of design consis-
tency may be offset by resultant gains in legit-
imacy (Horowitz 2002), it may also render the
constitutional scheme unworkable. Addition-
ally, simply increasing the number of actors is
no guarantee of a more equitable outcome. The
composition of a deliberative body is as impor-
tant to the ultimate outcome as the number of
members; extreme outcomes can emerge from
a collective decision-making process (Sunstein
2001, chapter 1). A related point is that par-
ticipation may also lead to more speciﬁc and
detailed constitutional documents (Elkins et al.
2009). Analogizing to the contracts literature,
more diverse parties are likely to want to specify
their bargain in greater detail because of distrust
of counterparties and concerns about strategic
nondisclosure of preferences during the bar-
gaining process. Thailand’s 1997 document, for
example, was designed to limit political institu-
tions by setting up a large number of watch-
dogs, all elaborated in excruciating detail in the
constitution. Similarly, if the public perceives
opportunities for participation to be episodic,
it may seek to constitutionalize various institu-
tions that would ordinarily be left to noncon-
stitutional politics. For example, Brazil’s 1988
process was a model of public participation in-
volving citizen proposals on content. The re-
sulting document is one of the world’s longest,
at over 40,000 words.
We know of no empirical study that has
systematically analyzed constitutions for coher-
ence or related concepts. That constitutions
contain a complex array of institutions certainly
poses a challenge to research design. Undoubt-
edly, one can ﬁnd examples of poor drafting, in-
ternal contradictions, or errors, but no one has
yet tied these directly to participation. Cross-
national approaches might focus on issues of
constitutional length and scope, either of which
might be construed as indicators of speciﬁcity
or even incoherence. Even then, it seems likely
that these sorts of questions are best suited to
case-oriented research.
A different line of critique emphasizes the
difﬁculty of reaching agreement. More actors
will, ceteris paribus, increase the transaction
costs of negotiation, particularly when partic-
ipants have veto powers over the adoption of
new rules (Tsebelis 2002). A more open process
can also make bargaining and the granting of
concessions more difﬁcult (Arato 1995, Elster
1995, Sunstein 2001). This is in part because the
drafters will feel the need to signal positions to
their constituents outside the process, poten-
tially leading to more extreme positions. The
drafters may also be interested in using the bar-
gaining process to grandstand, decreasing the
possibility of agreement. Open processes of ne-
gotiation will tend to hinder tough choices and
compromise. This suggests that participatory
processes are less likely to produce a constitu-
tion, although arguably the documents that do
emerge will be more legitimate.
The claim that participatory design pro-
cesses generate constitutions with higher lev-
els of legitimacy and popular support has been
subject to only limited study. We can ﬁnd case
studies that seem to support both the more opti-
mistic and more pessimistic hypotheses. South
Africa is rightly celebrated as a case in which
participation was extensive, and the resulting
document scores well on measures of rights, en-
durance, and enforcement. In contrast, Eritrea,
Ethiopia, and Thailand used broadly participa-
tory processes that had little to no effect on
the subsequent political system (Ghai & Galli
2006, Selassie 2003). Thailand’s 1997 process
www.annualreviews.org • The Process of Constitution-Making 215
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included a provision disallowing constitutional
drafters from running for postconstitutional of-
ﬁce for a period, a suggestion approved by the
theoretical literature (Voigt 2003, p. 217), but
this did not prevent electoral corruption from
reviving. In fact, Thailand’s participatory pro-
cess appears not to have built a reservoir of sup-
port for the constitution, which died in a coup
in 2006 without much ado (Kuhonta 2008).
On the other hand, the constitutional orders
in Germany, Japan, and Eastern Europe appear
healthy despite the fact that these documents
were either imposed by foreign powers or were
the result of elite-level round-table negotiations
(Elster et al. 1998, Ghai & Galli 2006, Moore
& Robinson 2004).
In perhaps the most extensive study of
the question to date, Moehler (2006) pro-
vides evidence from the highly participatory
Ugandan process and ﬁnds that citizens who
were active in the process were no more likely
to support the constitution than were other
citizens. [Comparatively speaking, however,
the Ugandan constitution enjoys higher levels
of support than the constitutions of seven other
sub-Saharan countries (Moehler 2006).] She
ﬁnds that individual-level support for the con-
stitution was inﬂuenced more by individuals’
support for the National Resistance Movement
regime and elite opinion than by even the
respondent’s own participation in the design
process. This is a nuanced result, suggesting
legitimacy is conditional on factors other than
process, particularly the mediating factor of
elite opinion as well as other aspects of the con-
text (see also Bannon 2007). Moehler (2007)
also ﬁnds that participation in constitution-
making had downstream effects on the process,
fostering attachment to democratic principles
and closer monitoring of government action
after the constitution-making process.
As Moehler’s studies exemplify, much of the
recent emphasis on constitutional design pro-
cess has emanated from the conﬂict resolu-
tion literature (Hart 2001, 2003; Samuels 2005;
Widner 2005a,b, 2007a, 2008). These authors
link the successful resolution of (primarily) in-
ternal conﬂict to episodes of constitutional de-
sign. The most comprehensive student of the
question, Widner, ﬁnds a correlation between
the representativeness of the main deliberative
body and the level of violence ﬁve years af-
ter ratiﬁcation. With popularly elected repre-
sentatives, violence decreased in approximately
42% of cases and remained roughly the same in
35% of cases. Among executive-appointed bod-
ies, the respective ﬁgures are 24% and 36%.
One of the strongest theoretical claims
about popular participation concerns its impli-
cations for constitutionalism—that is, a consti-
tution’s ability to constrain government. If cit-
izens are to police the actions of government
effectively, they must know with sufﬁcient clar-
ity what constitutes a violation of the limits
of governmental power so that they can mo-
bilize to prevent it. Constitutions help resolve
this coordination problem by generating com-
mon knowledge about the scope of acceptable
government behavior and by providing a focal
point for citizens to organize enforcement ef-
forts (Przeworski 1991, Weingast 1997, Carey
2000). To the extent that popular participation
in a constitutional design process serves to con-
struct focal points, it will facilitate the coordina-
tion needed to deter potential constitutional vi-
olations by government. In the most optimistic
scenario, the presence of a focal point in the
written text, when coupled with the more ro-
bust civil society that emerged as part of a par-
ticipatory design process, will ensure that the
constitution will be enforced and not serve as a
mere parchment barrier (Carey 2000).
It follows logically that constitutional en-
durance, an important criterion of constitu-
tional success (Voigt 2003), will be closely
related to enforcement. Public involvement
should enhance endurance by making enforce-
ment more likely. Elkins et al. (2009), in a book-
length study of constitutional endurance at the
national level, ﬁnd that public involvement in
constitutional adoption, as captured in the ex-
istence of a referendum or popularly elected
constitutional assembly, was positively corre-
lated with constitutional lifespan, at least for
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democracies. For example, South Africa’s cele-
brated 1996 document has already lasted longer
than the historical mean for constitutions on the
African continent. Although the world’s oldest
constitution (that of the United States) was not
adopted by referendum, there was a relatively
high level of involvement in its approval, if not
its drafting. The Japanese case, it should be
noted, is anomalous in this regard (Elkins et al.
2008b, Moore & Robinson 2004).
We might also speculate on further impli-
cations of participation for constitutional de-
sign. One inﬂuential view of constitutions con-
ceives of them as social contracts among the
citizenry, designed to limit demands by the
state. In this view, one would expect that more
participatory processes work like supermajor-
ity rules. As the veto power of minorities in-
creases, one might expect the adoption of more
minoritarian institutions, such as judicial review
(Ginsburg 2003), bicameralism, and, assuming
that relevant cleavages are geographically con-
centrated, federalism. Supermajoritarian pro-
cesses might produce supermajoritarian rules
and institutional conﬁgurations, to the extent
that a rule-making body will produce others in
its likeness. One can also expect that the use of
referenda to approve the constitution may be
mimicked with direct democracy institutions in
the constitution itself.
Voigt (2003) develops a set of hypotheses
relating inclusive participation to substantive
outcomes. He suggests that inclusive processes
will lead drafters to create more independent
bodies, delegating powers away from the leg-
islature. This is a corollary, of sorts, to the
prediction that the legislative model will con-
centrate powers in the legislature (Elster 1995;
Chesterman 2005, p. 952). Voigt also believes
that participatory documents will be more sta-
ble in that there will be fewer demands for rene-
gotiation down the road and that they will be
more legitimate.
We might also expect that as the power
of the citizenry in design processes increases,
the number and extent of constitutional rights
will increase as well. The American case, in
which the Bill of Rights was inserted only after
public discussion and debate, makes the point
quite dramatically (Arato 1995, p. 225). The
Anti-Federalists wanted to include a bill of
rights in the original bargain and were able
to gain agreement on this during the ratiﬁca-
tion process as a condition of approval (Rakove
1997). Participation, then, begat a more exten-
sive set of limitations on federal power. In more
recent examples, we might expect that partici-
pation would be associated with positive socioe-
conomic rights as the constitution becomes an
instrument of redistribution.
These hypotheses regarding content may
be most amenable to analysis, and what ev-
idence exists tends to support the prevailing
wisdom. IDEA’s survey of 12 constitutional de-
sign processes suggests that more participa-
tory processes result in more progressive rights
provisions and a higher quality of democracy
(Samuels 2006). IDEA’s general ﬁnding is that
“more representative and inclusive constitution
building processes resulted in constitutions fa-
voring free and fair elections, greater political
equality, more social justice provisions, human
rights protections and stronger accountability
mechanisms” (Samuels 2006, p. 668). This ﬁnd-
ing deserves further testing on a broad set of
cases. Ghai (2001) has also shown that rights
provisions emerging from deliberation and ne-
gotiation have more of an indigenous character
and are more fervently defended and respected.
Rights provisions imposed by outsiders such
as former colonial masters or handed down by
elites are frequently not understood or appre-
ciated. Thus, leaders have little compunction
about derogating from them.
We are able to offer some cross-national data
relevant to this question, again as an effort to
start the conversation rather than end it. We di-
vide all constitution-making processes into two
categories, based on whether or not they uti-
lize a public referendum to approve the doc-
ument. If Samuels’s ﬁnding is generalized, it
suggests that those processes involving a pub-
lic referendum are more likely to have various
rights provisions than those processes without a
www.annualreviews.org • The Process of Constitution-Making 217
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referendum. This is because ratiﬁcation by ref-
erendum forms a downstream constraint shap-
ing the drafting process. The IDEA results also
suggest that constitutions in which the public
had an approval role are more likely to involve
the public in various decisions thereafter. For
example, we might expect that constitutions ap-
proved by referendum would be more likely to
use direct democracy devices such as the ref-
erendum in ordinary governance. We might
also expect that the scope of elections would
be broader.
We have gathered some descriptive data
on these issues as part of the CCP (see
the online data appendix at http://www.
comparativeconstitutionsproject.org). The
descriptive data provide partial support to the
conjecture about public participation. Pro-
cesses involving a referendum produce consti-
tutions that are more likely to have virtually ev-
ery category of right. Referendum constitutions
also appear more likely to provide for universal
suffrage, a secret ballot, a referendum process
in ordinary governance, and a public role in
approving constitutional amendments. We do
not, however, ﬁnd statistically signiﬁcant dif-
ferences between public referendum processes
and nonreferendum processes in electing or re-
calling various public ofﬁcials, although in most
cases the direction of the difference is consistent
with the predictions.
Still, it seems prudent to reserve judgment
about any causal inferences with respect to these
results. As with the legislative–constituent as-
sembly analysis, because processes are them-
selves selected at some upstream point in
constitution-making, it is likely that the asso-
ciation between public involvement on the one
hand and rights and democracy on the other
reﬂects the common impact of an unobserved
variable. For example, a set of elites might con-
clude a private agreement to democratize in
which constitution-making is part of the pro-
cess. The elites might then seek to ensure that
the process of adoption is more open and demo-
cratic, in which case both the process and result
reﬂect a level of antecedent agreement. This
problem of endogeneity is endemic in efforts
to tie process to outcomes, and hence there is
an important role for the careful work of case
study literature to try to untangle the causal
relationships.
The complement to public participation is
public oversight, or the visibility of the design
process. There is reason to think that trans-
parency will have decisive effects on the mani-
festations of self-interest. Constitution-making
typically, though not always, involves discrete
moments that occur with great public fanfare.
This greater visibility may reduce rent-seeking
and self-interest, as interest groups seek to ex-
ploit the relative anonymity of ordinary poli-
tics (Mueller 2000). Appeals to public reason,
rather than to private interest, are presumed
to be prevalent during constitutional drafting.
However, publicity may lead to grandstand-
ing as political leaders seek to mobilize their
own supporters (Brown 2008). Along these
lines, Stasavage (2007) provides a game theo-
retic justiﬁcation for limiting transparency, ar-
guing that rather than generate consensus, open
deliberation has the potential to lead to mass
polarization.
Analyzing the French and American experi-
ences, Elster (2000) ﬁnds that secrecy and trans-
parency matter and that publicity explains some
of the failures of the French constitutional as-
semblies around 1789. Secrecy, in his view, is
amenable to hard bargaining, whereas public-
ity facilitates arguing. As a solution to this ten-
sion between transparency and secrecy, Elster
(2006) employs an hourglass metaphor to de-
scribe the optimal role of the public in the pro-
cess, with participation via public hearings at
the upstream stage and some form of ratiﬁca-
tion possible at the downstream stage. The ac-
tual writing and deliberation (the neck of the
hourglass) should be shielded from the pub-
lic eye to avoid the pitfalls described above.
Banting & Simeon (1985) cite the Spanish Con-
stitution of 1978 as mostly achieving this ideal,
with small, private working groups that ham-
mered out the ﬁnal draft bookended by pub-
lic scrutiny. The South African experience, in
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which public input and elite bargaining was fol-
lowed by a certiﬁcation process by the con-
stitutional court, provides another innovative
model. The precise need for transparency and
secrecy in negotiation may depend on particu-
lar contextual circumstances.
The visibility of constitutional design also
might affect the ability of certain kinds of inter-
ests to organize, particularly those groups fo-
cused on the general interest. Public interest
groups that face collective action problems in
ordinary politics may be more likely to organize
for the relatively infrequent iterations of consti-
tutional politics (Boudreaux & Pritchard 1993;
but see Sutter 1995, p. 129). If the proﬁle of the
participating interest groups veers toward the
public good in this way, constitutional politics
might indeed achieve the normative ambition of
greater focus on the common good. However,
there is the offsetting consideration of stakes.
Private interest groups may invest more energy
in playing for rules at the constitutional level
precisely because of the presumptively higher
stakes in the selection of rules, thus discount-
ing the increased participation of public interest
groups.
CONCLUSION
This review has explored the theoretical and
empirical relationships between the process
of constitutional design and constitutional
outcomes. On the theoretical side, we ﬁnd a
broad consensus in the literature about the
importance of public involvement as well as
an apparent trend in practice. Yet many of the
assumptions of proponents of participation
remain untested, and the precise relationships
between participation and desirable outcomes
of interest remain underspeciﬁed.
In general, scholars have been far better at
generating hypotheses relating process to out-
comes than at testing them. Individual case
studies have provided some insights, but large-n
work has been hindered by a lack of data and by
a need for conceptual reﬁnement. Fortunately,
Widner and her collaborators in the CWCR
project have begun to develop systematic mea-
sures of process variables, and the CCP has pro-
duced some measures of dependent variables of
interest. Our own analysis utilizing these data
sources suggests an association between pro-
cesses that involve the public in the adoption of
the constitution and the presence of rights and
certain democratic institutions in the resulting
document. This ﬁnding is consistent with the
case study literature, although we are cautious
about drawing conclusions about causality.
However, we ﬁnd little support for the claims
about institutional self-interest on the part of
legislatures that control constitutional design.
Constitutional design processes are loaded
with expectations about endurance, efﬁcacy, the
resolution of conﬂicts, and political reconstruc-
tion (Arjomand 2007). In the real world, how-
ever, most constitutions fail (Scheppele 2008).
A key normative question is whether aspects
of process can be manipulated to reduce the
probability of failures, but this question re-
quires much more positive work on the com-
plex relationships among process, content, and
outcomes.
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